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Abstrakt: Elektronický zápis matematickým výrazů získává na důležitosti se 
stoupající tendencí využití softwaru v každodenním životě. Školy začínají 
podporovat e-learning, studenti i vědci prezentují své práce na internetu 
a vyhledávače se dokáží vypořádat se stále komplexnějšími dotazy. V předložené 
práci shrnu stav dostupných aplikací které podporují vkládání matematických výrazů 
a které by bylo možno využít jako uživatelské rozhraní pro matematický vyhledávač 
EgoMath. Protože žádná z nich nesplňuje naše požadavky, prezentuji zde návrh a 
implementaci nového matematického uživatelského rozhraní zaměřeného na zjištěné 
nedostatky existujících řešení. Cílem nového rozhraní je umožnit uživateli zadání 
matematického výrazu ve formátu který dokáže zpracovat cílová aplikace. Výraz 
obsahující symboly z velké množiny je nutno zadávat pomocí omezeného počtu 
kláves. Toto musí být intuitivní a aplikace by měla uživateli aktivně pomáhat 
grafickou nápovědou založenou na rozpoznávání vkládaného výrazu v reálném čase. 
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Abstract: Mathematical notation is becoming more important as software is more 
often used in day-to-day life. Schools are starting to support e-learning, science is 
penetrating WWW and search engines can handle more complex questions. In the 
present work, I summarise the state-of-art of available applications which support 
mathematical input and could be used for graphical user interface (UI) of a 
mathematical search engine – EgoMath. Since none of the evaluated UIs meet our 
requirements, I present the design and implementation of yet another mathematical 
user interface focusing on the identified issues. The main goal of the new 
mathematical UI is to help the user provide input which will be well understood by 
the underlying application. Input symbols can be selected from a large domain using 
a limited set of keys. This must be intuitive and the application should actively aid in 
this task by providing graphical hints based on the input expression in real time. 
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1 Preface 

Mathematical notation is a system of symbolic representations of mathematical 
objects and ideas. It includes simple symbolic representations such as numbers, 
functions, symbols, variables but also more complex symbols like a matrix. User 
input of mathematical notation by means of standard input devices – a computer 
keyboard and a mouse – presents several challenges. These arise mostly from the fact 
that these devices were designed for a different purpose - for input of plain text with 
the addition of a limited support for keyboard commands and the ability to mark a 
single spot on the screen. 

Current software systems display mathematical formulae with ease but struggle to 
provide means of input that is both intuitive and time-efficient. The challenges in 
developing a mathematical formulae input user interface include  

• means of selecting symbols from a large domain effectively using standard 
input devices, 

• means of specifying and/or correcting placement of symbols within a 
mathematical notation, 

• efficient navigation within a mathematical notation and selection of focus and 
scope, 

• The ability to distinguish lexically, syntactically and even semantically equal 
symbols (in semantically aware systems) 

This project is an attempt to meet the challenges specified above by designing and 
implementing a new input system. 

Prior to implementation, we presented the design at Week of Doctoral Students 2009 
in Prague and in the article Mathematical User Interface [Mišutka, Klíma, 2009]. The 
article is currently being reviewed. 
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2 Existing solutions 

Existing systems either rely heavily on graphical menus and the use of the computer 
mouse or force user to use a programming language. The latter currently does not 
employ the possibilities of a rich graphical user interface to aid the user. As a result, 
the existing systems are either very difficult to use for a beginner or too inefficient 
for an advanced user. The most important and interesting applications which support 
mathematical input are described in this section. The spectrum of these applications 
is wide: from word processors to search engine graphical user interfaces, from 
presentation only to content based. 

2.1 xfy 

The workflow of the mathematical UI in xfy is straight forward and rather simple. 
The user selects a symbol or function from a predefined list and inserts variables if 
any. It does not offer hinting nor syntactic analysis. The result is stored in MathML1 
format [Kume et al., 2006]. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: xfy 

 

2.2 MathWebSearch and SwiM 

Both applications are built on Sentido Mathematical Environment [Lange et al., 
2008]. The UI can be considered as an evolution of xfy. The user selects from a list 
of functions and fills in variables. Sentido's formula editor can store limited semantic 
information e.g. the type of a variable (generic, function or a sequence). Another 
advantage is that the formula can be edited in different syntax models and that the 
predefined list of supported symbols can be extended.  
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Figure 2-2: SwiM 

2.3 ActiveMath 

This is a web e-learning system with its own mathematical search engine. A formula 
can be input either in simple textual form or using the Wiris input editor [Libbrecht 
et al., 2007]. The user can choose from different formats of textual representation 
(e.g. Maple or Macsyma syntax like) and parts can be copied from other places in the 
e-learning system; however, it does not support semantically rich input. On the other 
hand it uses the actual studied research field to make the search results more 
accurate. The most important asset of this research is a proper user evaluation of the 
applicability of the formula editor; though, not completely finished yet. According to 
its authors the ideal system should allow direct text input into a normal text box 
embedded in e.g. a webpage that directly renders the formula in graphical format. 
Drag-and-drop or copy-and paste should be permitted into the text box with 
immediate rendering below and the rendering could also highlight syntax errors. 
These errors must have detailed feedback and suggested corrections. 
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Figure 2-3: ActiveMath 

 

2.4 MathType 

MathType is well-known for its point and click user interface for editing math. The 
latest version adds TeX input from the keyboard, cut-and-paste and drag-and-drop. 
When user knows TeX representation of the mathematical notation they want to 
create, they simply type it. When commands or syntactic constructions are not 
recognised by the input processor they are left unprocessed in place [Miner et al., 
2007]. This commercial mathematical UI detects the potential mathematical input 
and tries to help the user by displaying a custom UI. The non trivial task of deciding 
what is a mathematical input and what not is solved by special optimisations e.g. for 
use with Wikipedia. 

 

Figure 2-4: MathType 
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2.5 BrEdiMa 

BrEdiMa [Nakano et al., 2006] formula editor main goals are not to require 
additional plugin to be able to use it and editing in WYSIWYG style. One important 
decision is about the kinds of mathematical expressions BrEdiMa can handle; 
BrEdiMa can work only with elementary expressions which appear in textbooks of 
high-school level. Because most web browsers do not support e.g. MathML by 
default a plugin or additional fonts must be installed which is in contrary to one their 
main goal. 

 

 

Figure 2-5: BrEdiMa 

2.6 Xpress 

Xpress can be described as a real-time expression entry for novices using 
AJAX/SVG web-based user interface for expression entry [Pollanen et al., 2007]. 
The expression is then converted to TeX. It is an open-source package consisting of a 
browser-based front-end as well as a graphics server. 

Instead of boxes and shapes, a user may select mathematical symbols to be placed 
anywhere they wish. The symbols may be moved or deleted at will, and many may 
be resized. You pay for this interesting feature by the lack of semantics; thus, making 
Xpress more a graphical editor than a mathematical formula editor. 
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Figure 2-6: Xpress 

2.7 TeXMACS 

TeXMACS extension allowing input of mathematics is described in [Wagner et al., 
2008]. The paper collected information about the user behaviour when inputting 
mathematics during supervised classrooms. They propose syntactical analyses to 
grant correctness, context help, theorem provers and knowledge organised in 
ontologies. Most of these suggestions are not applicable to common usage but a 
crucial part of it can.  

 

Figure 2-7: TeXMACS 
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3 Specification 

3.1 Initial thoughts 

Users are able to learn simple combinations of keystrokes fast and then use them 
effectively to enter commands together with learning quickly locations of controls on 
the screen and find these controls fast as long as their location stays the same. New 
users enjoy a rich and intuitive interface; experienced users enjoy interfaces that do 
not get in their way. I plan to employ these ideas when constructing an effective 
interface for the input of mathematical notations. 

There are several devices and situations in which we already have to deal with a 
limited number of hardware controls for entering data from a large domain. These 
include the T9 input system in mobile phones, IntelliSense or similar in 
programming IDEs, auto-completion and aliases in command shells. All the 
presented information and aspects have been analysed before designing our new user 
interface. 

Source code is more difficult to read than a graphical representation, even more so 
for non-programmers. Be graphical. Use automatic formatting. Use colours and other 
visual aids. Typing text is easy and fast, finding symbols is slow. Why search for a 
symbol through menus when you can type its name? Why learn a new description 
language when you can use the one you already know? The computer should be the 
one doing the searching and not the user. When dealing with a finite domain the user 
only has to select a symbol not define it exactly. It is not necessary to type the whole 
name, only enough as to narrow the search as needed. The UI should understand 
semantics and not offer symbols or actions that do not make sense in the current 
context. Discrete actions can be performed by key combinations; the mouse is for 
commands that involve two dimensions. 

3.2 User interface layout 

The user interface has to maintain a solid, well-defined layout. The layout of our UI 
consists of a number of sectors, each dedicated to a specific function.  

The central and most important part of the user interface displays the currently 
entered mathematical expression. The expression is displayed graphically. Coloured 
marks highlight the currently focused part of the expression and the input cursor. The 
current text input is displayed at the input cursor.  
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A symbol library displays all symbols recognized by the system. Symbols are 
divided into categories for easier navigation. Names of the symbols are visible at all 
times and symbols that match the current input text are highlighted.  

The “recently used” sector displays a number of the most recently used symbols 
allowing for faster access and providing visual aid. 

A list of available keyboard commands is visible at all times and reflects the current 
context.  

Words entered by the user that are not contained in the symbol library are 
automatically added to a user-defined symbol library. The user can also add and 
remove words manually and attach semantics to improve future experience.  

When the user enters characters, the system automatically searches the symbol 
library and the user library for symbols whose names begin with the given sequence 
of characters. The found symbols are then ordered alphabetically and according to 
frequency of use and presented to the user. 

An „output“ sector translates the expression in real time to a plain text format that 
can be copied to a text editor or used as input for future processing. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: User interface design 
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3.3 Output 

Output in textual form is created in real time on screen in the output sector of the 
user interface. This text can be copied manually and used as input for another user 
interface or document, or it can be submitted automatically by the user interface to 
another application via an API.  

3.4 Technology 

Design described in the previous sections requires a technology capable of heavy 
real-time modifications of content displayed on the screen. At the same time, being a 
frontend for a web search engine, the application needs to be embedded in a web 
page. 

Microsoft Silverlight was chosen as the implementation platform. This browser plug-
in combines the advantages of both rich and web technologies – it allows building 
visually rich and instantly responsive user interfaces while remaining cross-platform 
and with minimal requirements. An important feature of Microsoft Silverlight is that 
the application is cached on the client machine, meaning that it is only downloaded 
once per version. New versions are detected and the application is updated 
automatically. 

Deployment of the application is a simple matter of uploading the hosting ASPX or 
HTML page to a web server along with the application in packed XAP format. 
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4 Architecture 

The program consists of only two modules – a web page hosting the Silverlight 
plugin and a project containing all of the functionality. The whole body of the 
program implements ony the GUI layer and it would not make much sense to divide 
it into more modules. 

4.1 Visualizer tree concept 

The expression that the user puts together on the screen will be internally represented 
as a tree of „visualizers“. One visualizer corresponds to one instance of a symbol, or 
to a collection of symbols. A visualizer can have a number of „slots“, where each slot 
is layed out by the visualizer and can accomodate a collection of children, where 
each child is a also visualizer. 

There are different types of visualizers with different internal states. Every visualizer 
implements a set of behaviors. Each specific behavior depends on the type of 
visualizer and on its internal state. 

• Cursor traversal behavior – All visualizers can be requested to show/pass 
the text input cursor 

• Focusability – All visualizers can receive or lose focus 

• Keyboard handling – All visualizers respond to key presses 

• Symbol handling – All visualizers can be requested to accept and 
accomodate a symbol 

• Help customization – Different visualizers display different tips to the user 
when focused. 

4.2 Symbols 

All operators, functions, variables etc. have a common base class Symbol. Subclasses 
of the Symbol class define different types of symbols:  

• ConstantSymbol 

• ChainOperatorSymbol 

• UnaryOperatorSymbol 

• BinaryOperatorSymbol, QuantificatorSymbol 

• EnaryOperatorIcon 

• FunctionSymbol 
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The „Types“ folder contains the implementations of all symbol types. Each symbol 
has to specify a caption, a number of arguments, an icon and, in case of operators, an 
instance of the operator. 

The Symbols class is static and constains definitions of standard symbols for 
programmer’s convenience. These definitions can later be used to insert symbols into 
the library, register them for suggestions or to use a symbol as a reaction to user 
input. 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Visualizer tree 

 

4.3 Suggestions 

All suggestions functionality is wrapped in a static class named Intellisense. The 
class maintains a list of pre-defined symbols and user-defined symbols and updates 
the suggestions box upon request. The request contains a word typed in by the user. 
Intellisense class filters the list of symbols by comparing them to this word, then 
sorts the list using criteria like usage count and alphabetical order and finally 
displays the symbols in the suggestions box. 

The Intellisense class also manages the „recent symbols“ box. Whenever a symbol is 
used (i.e. whenever the Intellisense class is asked for the „current“ symbol), this 
symbol gets inserted to the first position in the „recent symbols“ box. The box has a 
limited capacity and the least recently used symbols are automatically discarded. 
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4.4 Library tags 

Library tag is a graphical representation of a symbol. Tags appear in the symbol 
library, in the recent symbols box, in the suggestions box, etc. A tag consists of an 
icon and a caption. All tags representing the same symbol are highlighted at the same 
time when mouse hovers over them. Clicking a library tag inserts its symbol into the 
current visualizer.  

4.5 Symbol library 

The library is a part of the UI that displays the pre-deined symbols into pages. Each 
library page has a caption. Pages are displayed as tabs in a tab control. All symbols 
in the library are automatically registered for suggestions functionality. 

4.6 Visualizers 

A visualizer is a UI control. It represents a symbol as a part of the expression that the 
user is creating. The Visualizer is a base class for more specific classes representing 
different types of controls: 

• VisualizerRoot – the visualizer tree root. It maintains a reference to the root 
chain of visualizers, which can never be deleted. It passes requests to take 
focus to its children and bounces back requests from its children to receive 
the cursor. It never receives key presses or symbols because it is never 
focused. 

• ConstantVisualizer – symbols represented by a single string constant – 
constants or variables. The constant visualizer is the only visualizer that 
accepts arbitrary text from the keyboard, but it has no children. It can be 
focused and navigated with a cursor. It responds to requests to insert a 
symbol by either appending the new symbol to its parent chain or by 
replacing itself with the new symbol and attaching itself to the new symbol as 
a child. See Figure 4-2. 

• ChainOperatorVisualizer – symbols represented by a single string constant – 
operators. It is similar to constant visualizers except that it cannot accept 
arbitrary text – it can only be replaced with a different chain operator. 

• UnaryOperatorVisualizer – a decorator symbol with a single child, i.e. 
factorial. It accepts focus and it can have a cursor on either left or the right 
side. It responds to symbols by appending them to its parent chain. 
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• BinaryOperatorVisualizer – graphical symbols with two children, i.e. a 
fraction. It accepts focus and it can have a cursor on either left or the right 
side. It responds to symbols by appending them to its parent chain if one of 
the cursors is visible. 

• EnaryOperatorVisualizer – graphical symbols with more than 2 children, i.e. 
a summation. It accepts focus and it can have a cursor on either left or the 
right side. It responds to symbols by appending them to its parent chain. 

• FunctionVisualizer – symbols represented by a caption and parenthesis with a 
number of arguments. 

 

 

Figure 4-2: ConstantVisualizer accepts a binary symbol by replacing itself with the symbol and 
attaching itself to the new symbol as a child 

 

4.7 Visualizer chain 

A visualizer chain is an ordered list of visualizers. It accounts for the fact that for 
certain symbols people usually use infix notation with regard to different operator 
priorities. Even in this notation, the operators form a logical tree, but humans usually 
do not think about them that way and treat them as if they were organized into a list 
rather than a tree. For example the terms “previous” and “next” operator clearly refer 
to the order in a linear list instead of a tree structure. 
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Operators that take a certain number of arguments will not keep references to child 
visualizers as roots of visualizer sub-trees but will reference a visualizer chain for 
each argument instead. 

A visualizer chain automatically displays a pair of parentheses around its children I 
case there are more than one, visually indicating to the user that the chain is a single 
argument of its parent operator. 

4.8 Visualizer instances  

UnatyOperatorVisualizer, BinaryOperatorVisualizer, etc. represent types of operator 
visualizers, but while most of the functionality of each type is shared, there are still 
aspects in which even operators of the same type differ. To account for these 
differences, in order to have a complete visualizer we need not only a visualizer type, 
but also a visualizer instance. 

The instance classes implement the following functionality  

• FormatString – returns a textual representation of the operator given its 
arguments 

• Priority – operators of the same type can have different priorities 

• InitFocus – says which argument of the operator should be focused first 
after initialization 

• GetTemplatedContent – returns a graphical representation of the operator 
given its arguments 

 

4.9 Shell 

The main page or „shell“ divides the screen into the six main sectors. It is a 
Silverlight user control. It creates and initializes all the necessary controls and sets 
initial focus.  

The shell automatically resizes to fill the entire space of the browser window and 
shrinks down to a certain minimum size at which point the browser displays scroll 
bars instead. 
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4.10 Technological limits 

Microsoft Silverlight in the current version only allows nesting a limited amount of 
user controls. This limits the number of visualizers that the user can include in each 
other to about 20. This is more than enough for standard search queries and human-
readable expressions, however the user has to be notified if he was to reach this limit. 
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5 Using the application 

5.1 Using the keyboard 

The following keys are recognized by the application: 

• Letter keys and numbers – if a constant visualizer has focus, pressing a letter 
or number key appends the corresponding character to the visualizer’s text, 
which automatically updates the suggestions box. 

• Left and right arrow keys move the cursor inside a constant visualizer or to 
the previous/next visualizer in a visualizer chain or tree. 

• Up and down arrow keys – if a constant visualizer is focused, they change the 
selection in the suggestions box. If an operator visualizer is focused, they 
move focus over the visualizer, skipping its children. 

If a binary operator is focused and the Shift key is down while pressing the 
arrow keys, the up arrow key will move the previous operand-operator couple 
from the parent chain to the first argument of the binary visualizer (See 
Figure 5-1). The down arrow will do the opposite. 

• Delete and backspace keys – they remove the next/previous character in a 
constant visualizer. If the constant visualizer is empty, they pass the cursor to 
the next/previous visualizer. If an operator visualizer is focused and has less 
then two non-empty children, it is removed and replaced by the remaining 
child (this prevents accidentally deleting a whole subtree at once, but allows 
for consecutive deletions) 

• Operator keys +,-,*,/,^ insert the corresponding symbol to the currentky 
focused visualizer. 

• Escape key hides the suggestions box immediately 

• The SPACE key inserts and focuses a new empty constat visualizer in the 
current chain right after the focused one. 

• The enter key replaces the currently focused constant visualizer with the 
symbol selected in the suggestions box. 

• Pressing the left parenthesis will insert a new parentheses symbol. 
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Figure 5-1: Pressing Shift+Up while a binary operator is focused will move the previous 
operand-operator couple from the parent chain to the first argument of the binary visualizer. 

 

 

5.2 Using the mouse 

• Click on tab headers in the symbol library to open a symbol category. 

• Click on a symbol anywhere on the screen to insert it to the currently focused 
visualizer. 
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6 Conclusion 

The current state of technology allows for rich client applications embedded in web 
pages. The user is no longer limited to typing plain text and sending requests to the 
server in order to enter a search request. I have reviewed several existing solutions 
aimed at enabling user input of mathematical notations, identified their weaknesses 
and proposed my own user interface design and implementation.  

The user interface allows for entering a mathematical expression using the computer 
keyboard alone, but also provides a library of symbols selectable with the mouse for 
inexperienced users. Using the keyboard, symbols are specified using their well 
known names with no special syntax. The user can navigate to different parts of the 
expression using a mouse, which is well suitable for this purpose, or using arrow 
keys like in a regular text editor. 

I believe that our design of the user interface satisfies both the beginner and the 
experienced user with its combined simplicity and effectiveness. While there is 
certainly a lot of room for future improvement, the current implementation 
demonstrates all features of the design and meets the needs of our search engine. 
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7 Appendix 

A CD is attached to this thesis. The CD contains 

- Source code of the application 

- Programmer’s code reference 

- User’s manual 

- Electronic version of this text in PDF format 
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